Potential Motions:

Credentials:
Motion: To direct the ICCA staff with oversight by Executive Committee to use ICCA reserve funds as outlined to create online fillable credential forms.

Marketing:
Motion: To invest ICCA reserve funds as outlined to conduct a national advertising campaign to further build awareness of the ICCA Program and CCAs among farmers.

Exams:
Motion: To direct the ICCA staff with oversight by the Executive Committee to further explore and implement Internet Based Testing (IBT) for the ICCA Program beginning when determined achievable.

Continuing Education:
Motion: To allow service on boards and committees to count as professional development CEUs, up to 5 CEUs per two-year cycle.

Example from CPSS and CPAg: Professional Service: (no maximum/no minimum): Activities considered in this category are targeted to those that contribute to the profession through instruction or serving on a board or committee.

Instances of instruction eligible for Professional Service CEUs can be completed either as a volunteer or through your routine work. They must involve presenting to audiences on Soil Science related topics or as an instructor at a continuing education event. Professional Service instruction CEUs are calculated as two times the running time of the presentation and can only be earned the first time you present. This takes into account time required for preparation. The same presentation can only be counted once. Boards and Committee’s eligible for Professional Service CEUs must have Soil Science as part of their mission. You may claim up to five CEUs for each board or committee you serve on each year.